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NOVEMBER 22, 1963, 
DALLAS, TEXAS 

Purpose of memorandum igs to woook no Bureau personnel 
attend Clay Shaw trial in New Orleans as an observer, 

Edward A, Haggerty, Jr., will preside at trial and has told news 
media he will hold court sessions from 9 a.m. to noon and - 1:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. Mondays through Saturdays and from 1:30 p.m. to 5:30 Pem. on Sundays, 

This Bureau, of course, never investigated Clay Shaw r did his name come up in the course of our investigation of the os 
assassination of President Kennedy. Garrison has not volunteer . 
any information regarding his investigation to the FBI and has \w 
produced no credible evidence linking Clay Shaw to the : - 
assassination of President Kennedy, 
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Because of Garrison's irresponsible actions and | Constant attacks upon the Federal Government, including the / President, Central Intelligence Agency, FBI, Warren Commission members and others, we have Previously instructed all’ FBI personnel to have no contact with Garrison or any member of his staff, ; : 

Similarly, we have instructed all offices to conduct no investigatior — 
based on Garrison's allegations without Bureau approval, - 

It is believed we should continue our policy of complete "hands off" of Garrison's fiasco, We do not believe it wise to have Bureau personnel sit in on the Clay Shaw trial as an observer in order to report developments to us, Such individual likely would be recognized by Garrison or someone else as an FBI employee and: such vs situation used by Garrison in an attempt to involve or embarrass this .. 
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ACTION: EL aa a ae, o of ; Attached is an airtel to New Orleans ang Dal leg ws instructing that no FBI personnel attend Clay Shaw. trial as an ngs observer, We are also instructing New Orleans to cover such trial 4) 9 jthrough news media and established sources, 
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